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Introduction
This two-part handbook aims to help you integrate and navigate anger in your
campaigns and your teams. It is designed with changemakers in mind, combining the
insights from the science of anger (see Part I� Scientific Insights) with practical and
implementable campaigning recommendations in Part II.

Anger Campaigning
As we saw in Part I, anger has been identified as a powerful social energy and
motivating force for collective action in social movements. In times of crisis, this social
anger only increases but is often exploited by the political right. With this Handbook,
we aim to level the playing field by making anger more understandable and accessible
for movements that work on environmental and social justice.

In this document, we put forward four ways you, as changemakers or organisations,
can engage with anger: Ignite it, modulate it, direct it and unleash it. We follow this
with a short guide on the importance of understanding and engaging with anger within
your organisation and your team.

1. Ignite
Creating anger in a specific audience.

2. Modulate
Fueling or restraining anger

3. Direct
Creating an object (villain) towards which the anger can be targeted.

4. Unleash
Providing opportunities for people to turn anger into action.

—————————————————————————————————————————

5. Anger and your team
A guide to engaging with anger in your organisation or team

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zW_Tuy2b0JFMWdDx_rm5M8b5AErywfVd/view?usp=share_link


Ignite
Creating anger in a specific audience.

Why?
Injustice is around us all the time. People can experience it personally, or they can
witness it. Nevertheless, they can often be ignorant or in denial; in this case, this is the
time to ignite anger in your audiences.

How?
1. Inform your audience - if people are unaware of the injustice around them,

information can be enough to ignite their anger.

2. Engage in conversations - when you think people know about injustice but
seem to deny it, engage with them through conversations. Denial can not be
resolved by information, but you need to allow people to remove their mental
barriers by asking the right questions.

3. Set boundaries to the anger - from the beginning, your communication should
include ground rules on expressing anger (for example, how much civil
disobedience or aggression you encourage or tolerate). Also, make clear who
should be the target of the anger and who not. Igniting and campaigning with
anger is always a risk as you do not control the complex system of societal
emotions and behaviour.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gk14f4WQ8tcIVHWkSp_xeQBcHbK_SGwR
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gk14f4WQ8tcIVHWkSp_xeQBcHbK_SGwR
https://youtu.be/Miwb92eZaJg
https://youtu.be/Miwb92eZaJg


Modulate
Fueling or restraining anger

Why?
Anger is present in most societies even if you have not ignited it, especially in times of
crisis. Modulating anger is about finding a balance between understanding the
emotional state of your audience and the most critical next step to shape the anger
into a constructive force. Your audience might be angry but lack the agency to turn
that anger into action. The social anger might also be diffused as it lacks a uniting
narrative or identity. Or your audiences may be unable to handle their anger and risk
drifting into frustration and depression.

Knowing your audience by researching, listening, and focusing on the crucial gaps is
essential in modulating this powerful emotion. At every step, you need to be aware
that you are not the only person who deliberately or unintentionally impacts your
audience's emotions. Forming alliances and common approaches to anger, even if
focussing on different aspects of anger modulation, is recommendable.

It can also be challenging for changemakers to determine how much anger is good to
create the change you want and when it becomes destructive - destroying the social
fabric and leading to increased fragmentation and polarisation. Anger campaigns,
therefore, can require a degree of risk-taking, and you must accept that you are only
partially in control of the outcomes.



How?

1. Instil self-efficacy by giving people experiences that anger can create change1.
Anger is the loud cousin of disempowerment. If you fail to give agency to
people, anger will soon be suppressed and become frustration.

2. Make anger social, not personal. We are angry, not I am angry.
Try to make the anger a social issue, not a personal one. Provide spaces where
people can share their outrage.

3. Legitimise and normalise anger - “You are right to be angry”. In a lot of
cultures, anger is perceived as a negative emotion. On top of this, many more
introverted people shy away from expressing themselves. Your communication
needs to legitimise and normalise anger. People need to see other angry people
as peers. The expression of anger needs to become social.

4. Feed the anger - confirm the cause of anger through information and stories
that allow people to legitimise and post-rationalise their anger.

5. Spread the anger - anger is contagious and the most viral emotion on social
media. Nevertheless, anger will not spread beyond identity barriers. Vaxxers will
not get enraged and spread the news about the next mandatory booster shot.
Right-wing groups frequently forge new identities around anger that emerge
around a crisis to be as inclusive as possible and then radicalise this identity
over time.

6. Make your anger an identity - create inclusive identities or attach the anger to
an existing identity. Build identities on central areas of injustice and shared
villains, and avoid the orthodoxy of maximalism (everybody needs to sign up to
all your demands and values. With time you can introduce or discuss more
requests, solutions and values. Give the identity a name (examples of anger
identities are ‘Black Lives Matter’ or ‘Anti-vaxxer’), and create symbols (yellow
vests, umbrellas) and rituals.

7. Empower people to control their anger - frame anger as an emotional tool to
control, not as an emotion that holds us. Like most emotions, anger is good to
visit but not live in. This is important for your audience's mental health and your
campaign's sustainability, so anger does not change into frustration.

8. Combine your anger with positive emotions - anger can be linked to positive
emotions. These could be self-efficacy, purpose, pride and social connection.

9. Tolerate impulsive anger but create space to reflect - this will happen, and it is
human. But make it clear that success comes with the ability to control, not be
controlled by anger.

1 It is easier than often thought to empower people. It does not need to be a legislative victory or the
removal of the government. In today's disempowered world people already experience agency when
listened to.



Direct
Creating an object or villain towards which the anger can be targeted.

Why?
Anger is an emotion that needs to have an object it targets. Populist and right-wing
movements the world over have used this to devastating effect when targeting a
particular minority as their object of anger, be it immigrants, sexual identities or
religions. However, it becomes more complicated when your goal is to unify societies
and change the political system.

People tend to channel their anger towards people rather than systems and feel more
inclined to be angry about individuals they consider accountable to them - it is much
easier to direct anger against an elected official than, for example, a company or
industry. This might explain why it is challenging to build anger against the fossil fuel
industry but easy to get people angry about a health official announcing a lockdown.
People might hold oil and gas companies accountable for supplying them with energy
rather than maintaining a healthy planet.

Building anger against a systemic problem is one of many challenges when trying to
direct anger. Opponents have always used complexity and confusion about who is to
blame to deflect social anger towards frustration and resignation. We know this
strategy all too well. Who is to blame for a corporate crime, the company, its
shareholders, its stakeholders, the legislation or even the customer? Who is to blame
for the cost of living crisis, the government, Russia, fossil fuel companies or even the
renewable energy companies?



How?

1. Make the cause of injustice simple - to direct anger, create narratives that
easily explain the reason for the injustice. For example, people should be angry
about a crisis response plan because they should have been allowed to
participate in its creation. If you think multiple factors are responsible, prioritise
and focus on one. There is time to address the next one after the first has
changed.

2. Personalise the injustice - anger can be personalised when an injustice can be
linked to an individual. This could be an elected official or a company CEO. If it
is a company, institution, regulation or another part of the system, use
storytelling to ‘personify’ the impersonal. Helping people build emotional
relationships with abstract things is the art of mythology and storytelling.
(imagine a good ghost story).

3. Personalise without being personal - always focus on a specific action or
behaviour of the target of your anger, not the person itself. Activities can be
changed, and even if people need to be removed from a system to allow
behaviour to change, it is different than proclaiming that a person is a problem.
Be very careful to avoid your campaign turning into defamation or hate speech.

4. Find shared solutions for different problems - people might hold different
grudges against the same person or institution. A government might be
unpopular for various reasons, or some people dislike the oil and gas industry
because of unfair fuel prices, while others because of their climate impact.
There is no reason not to unite your audiences in their anger. Often, problems
can have similar solutions, like electing a new government, reducing energy
consumption, or becoming energy independent.



Unleash
Providing opportunities for people to turn anger into action.

Why?
Whilst anger is powerful, it must be channelled into meaningful action to create the
change you want. Meaningful can be understood as creating enough turbulence to
force a change. The movement and community you have built around anger need to be
targeted and unleashed to push for a more systemic change. It should have a critical
mass of engaged people to drive the change and be aimed at your opponent's weak
spot. Critical mass could be loud anger over time (lots of people with overt
expressions of anger) or at a lesser intensity but with a more sustained effort. To avoid
generating frustration in your audience, be careful not to unleash anger if you are far
from having critical mass, even if it is tough to predict when this might occur.

How?

1. Provide opportunities for meaningful action - once you have your critical
mass, design or look for meaningful activities that you could offer to your
audience to unleash their anger and ensure it is as impactful as possible.

2. Consider the anger of the group with the most leverage - for your campaign,
consider which group’s anger is most likely to impact your target. For example,
for politicians, it would be their electorate, while for companies, their customers
or their employees. Sometimes you can also use the anger of one group to
create empathy, discomfort or embarrassment in another that then influences
the decision-maker.



Anger and your team
When working on emotions like anger, before engaging with your audience's feelings,
it is essential to reflect on your and those of your team.

Anger can be a very energising and motivating feeling. Multiple studies have shown
that it even increases creativity and problem-solving skills, at least for a short time. On
the other hand, it reduces our ability to listen and accept new information. We tend to
revert to heuristic decision-making (mental shortcuts to solve problems and make
quick and efficient judgments).

We all handle anger differently. Some of us are emotional introverts, others extroverts;
some are very connected to their emotions, while others are in denial. The
organisational and national culture you live in influences how people deal with anger. Is
expressing anger in your culture acceptable, or is it inappropriate? Negative anger
cultures will force their people to suppress anger leading to frustration and reduced
empathy, which can lead to severe mental and physical health issues in the long run. In
society, if combined with agency, a positive approach to anger can lead to political or
social action. However, organisations with a positive anger culture often have the
problem of internally directed anger toxifying the team's mood, especially if people
lack external opportunities to vent.

There are as many reasons to be angry about the world as to be anxious. Today,
changemakers can feel overwhelmed by the feeling that we will not be able to “fix
things in time”. As part of this, not only anxiety but also anger are on the rise. Ignoring
or denying emotions in your team might feel easy, but it is dangerous. Turning feelings
into positive energy will require a conscious effort but will bring short- and long-term
benefits.

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200723-how-anger-can-be-put-to-good-use
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/overcoming-destructive-anger/202006/suppressed-anger-doesn-t-just-go-away
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/overcoming-destructive-anger/202006/suppressed-anger-doesn-t-just-go-away


Management should not solely be a duty of care issue delegated to HR departments
but a central strategy to manage the energy of our team.

As with every intense feeling, anger is an excellent emotion to visit but not stay in.
Anger has to move. It’s a powerful energy that requires expression and sometimes
action to correct a wrong.

Learning how to modulate and direct it is a skill you can work on for yourself and with
your team. Strategies that turn anger into a constructive force to energise change
processes are far superior to methods that simply dissipate the anger.

So, what can you do?

As a first step, it is essential to create safe spaces (team dialogues) where your team
learns to connect and talk about their emotions like anger and those of their team
members. To navigate the anger in your team, you can follow many of the
recommendations in our handbook on modulating and directing outrage in society. Our
‘feel-think-act workshop formats’ can also help you to design such a process.
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